Technical study

British bulldog

Clash Architects has made a compelling new
entrance to the Churchill War rooms with
this tough bronze shell, writes Felix Mara.
Photography by Richard Davies
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A

year ago, you could have easily
walked down Westminster’s
King Charles Street without
spotting the entrance to the Churchill
War Rooms. Originally built as
the prime minister’s bunker during
the Second World War, it was later
adapted as the Churchill Museum,
which took the documentary style
favoured by many war museums.
Its makeshift sandbag construction,
erected at the foot of Clive Steps in
1993, might have seemed odd, but it
was neither eye-catching nor draw..

Legend
1. Shell interface plate
2. Stainless steel to
stainless steel site
weld
3. Gutter interface
plate
4. 4mm-thick s/s
fabricated gutter to
arrive in 3 pieces,
welded on-site.
Fixed to UC columns
and rear cast-in
fixings levelled within
existing wall pockets
5. 4mm-thick bronze
jamb with stainless
steel rib stiffeners,
site welded to
bronze shell
6. Site-welded front of
leg piece to main
shell
7. 15 x 37 UC fixed to
existing RC plinth
8. 4mm-thick bronze
visor with
25mm-thick bronze
lettering, 4mm-thick
bronze shell and
6mm-thick s/s rib
frame welded
off-site. Welded
structure to be
bolted to stainless
steel gutter along
the interface plate
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Left New entrance
by Clive Steps
with Foreign and
Commonwealth
Office to the left
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Site plan
1. Churchill War
Rooms
2. HM Treasury and
Cabinet Office
3. St James’s Park
4. Foreign and
Commonwealth
Office
5. Horse Guards Road
6. Clive Steps
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dropping. As a congested threshold
to the HOK-designed Imperial War
Museum underworld below, it was
barely memorable as architecture.
Although concealed subterranean
strata such as this is what really
makes cities like London, it’s hardly
surprisingly that the Imperial War
Museum felt the need for something
more prepossessing. When the
museum upgraded its aspirations to
something beyond a modest refurb,
its chosen architect, Clash Architects,
started talking to the geometrics

arm of Price & Myers. This was
firstly because the project was to be
technically ambitious and secondly,
because their expertise in monitoring
buildability and cost, using CATIA
parametric solid modelling software,
was invaluable.
English Heritage and
Westminster’s planning departments
were very much on the case, as one
might expect with HM Treasury and
George Gilbert Scott’s Foreign and
Commonwealth Office next door.
There was a restriction on the >>


Churchill War Rooms, new entrance building
Clash Architects

Section facing west
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height of the new entrance and Clash
was only allowed to fix the structure
to the four existing connection points;
two at the front and two at the
back. New flashing lines, where the
insertion met existing construction,
were a no-no. The existing lines
had to be retained. As it turned
out, English Heritage was ‘broadly
supportive’, as they sometimes say,
whereas Westminster told practice
director Peter Clash, ‘Don’t bother,
it’s not going to happen’. Westminster
was quite taken with the idea of a
Portland stone-clad entrance, which
would have been camouflaged by its
context. Clash, however, favoured a
contrasting material, initially zinc,
but finally bronze. This was more
economical because it could be welded
to the stainless steel skeleton frame, an
artistically unexceptionable choice in
its locale, in good company with the
 ..

1. Bronze patinated
roof
2. Stainless steel
gutter/lead flashing
3. Plasterboard
wall lining
4. Plasterboard
bulkhead/ceiling
5. Fabric/plasterboard
ceiling
6. Line of display wall
7. Existing balustrade
8. Automatic sliding
glass doors with
fixed glass side
panels and
manifestations
9. Existing rusticated
stone wall
10. Churchill bust
in niche
11. Burnished bronze
canopy soffit
12. Perforated bronze
sign visor
13. Lift lobby
14. Ticket lobby
15. Entrance lobby
16. Bag search area
17. Lift shaft
18. Bi-fold security
doors
19. Plasterboard face
20. Niche
21. Stone-clad
surround
22. Clive Steps

Left Perforated
visor with signage
Right Bronze
patinated roof
peeping above
stone balustrade
Below Roof craned
into place in front of
Clive of India statue

AJBuildingsLibrary.co.uk
Search ‘Churchill’ for
more drawings and data

statue of Clive of India that overlooks
the new entrance and Landseer’s lions
down the road in Trafalgar Square.
On a technical level, bronze
cladding was not an easy option,
especially for the unusual faceted
geometry of the abstracted shell-like
form that Clash proposed. Yet it
somehow melds Churchill’s dogged
personality with the quaint but
rugged aesthetic of war machinery
that ranges from Sherman tanks,
pillboxes and WWII bombers into
a single compelling object, with a
complementary faceted antechamber
within, much lighter and more
spacious than its predecessor.
It was the subtleties of the project’s
construction that kept Clash on a
four-month vigil as this bronze beast
took up position in its Portland stone
setting. There are different shades and
gradations of bronze that enhance the

form of the insertion. Great care was
lavished on the detailed construction
of the shell, which is part folded and
part stitch-welded to its supporting
skeleton. This minimised the risk of
the bronze overheating, which would
have caused distortion and affected
its patination. All this TLC has born
dividends. The new entrance looks
and feels like it’s here to stay and you
certainly couldn’t miss it as you strolled
through St James’s Park. ■
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Section facing south
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Churchill War Rooms, new entrance building
Clash Architects

Roof detail legend
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Section: east gutter
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1. 40 x 40 mild steel
framing
2. 3mm-wide
monobond LT to
all bottom faces of
MS framing
3. Acoustic insulation
4. Vapour control layer
5. 15mm plywood
6. 2 x 12.5mm
plasterboard and
skim coat
7. Ceiling framing
supported off ss
ribs with thermal
break
8. Plaster stop bead
9. Line of east wall
10. Existing plugs
removed and filled
11. Lead flashing
12. Compriband sealing
tape
13. Soft density
industrial felt
14. Insulation
15. Cable in conduit
sleeved through
mild steel framing to
lighting track
16. Gutter brackets: all

box sections
insulated within
17. Stainless steel
gutter to falls
18. Sealant Z22 added
to top and bottom
of joint
19. Inner face of bronze
plat shot-blasted
and primed
20. 4mm-thick
patinated welded
bronze plate
21. Nominal
175mm-thick spray
insulation by
Duratherm Isothane
22. Stainless steel
interface plate
to roof shell
23. Silicone seal/
backing rod
24. Stainless steel
interface plate
to gutter
25. Wedge notched
over ss gutter
26. Building paper
separation layer
lead/stainless steel
27. Minimum 75mm lap

Project data

start on site
January 2012
completion
May 2012
gross internal area
34m2
form of contract
JCT 2011 Intermediate with Contractor’s Design
anticipated final construction cost
£542,000
cost per square metre
£15,941
client
Trustees of the Imperial War Museum
architect
Clash Architects
structural engineer
Price and Myers
mechanical, electrical, public health engineer
Arup
quantity surveyor
Fleming Associates
project manager
Neville Bruton Design
main contractor
Rooff
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